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On Wednesday, March 20, members and friends of the gay community appeared before the Joint
Committee on the Judiciary of the
Massachusetts state legislature to
argue for repeal of the laws that
prohibit homosexual activity. Unfo1 tunately the committee did not
seem favorably disposed to such
repeal, although some of its members did indicate support for two
other pieces of gay rights legislation, namely those that would outlaw discrimination on the basis of
sexual preference in the areas of
housing, employment, credit and
insurance, H.2424 and H.2425.
ln their questioning of various
witnesses, members of the commiteee raised two objections to
the so-called sodomy law repeal ,
first that it is not necessary because the law is so rarely enforced and second that repeal
might leave some minors insufficient! shielded from influences

they would be better off without.
Proponents of repeal countered by
explaining that the law on some
occasions is enforced , resulting in
a great injustice, that to retain a
law because it is only rarely and
selectively enforced is at best peculiar, and that even if the law
were never enforced it would con•
ti!me as a standing insult to the
gay community and as a rationale
for other forms of discrimination.
To allay the committee' s fears on
"corruption of minors" it was
pointed out that sexual orientation
appears to be determined at a very
early age, say five or six, and that
in any case the way people are
influenced can be very paradoxi·
cal: For example, one witness observed, it is no less likely that a
boy will become homosexual as a
result of an all-male, all-heterosexual image he rebels against than
with a gentler male parent-figure
he admires; on the other hand,

Effective Immediately!

GCN is now located at
22 BROMFIELD STREET
BOSTON 02108
New Telephone: (617) 426-4469
The Gay Community News has
moved from the address on Charles
Street to 22 Bromfield St., Boston.
The new office hours will be noon
to midnight Sunday through Thursday , and noon to 6:00 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday.
Classified ad mail can be picked
up at the office at any time during those hours. News and other
information can be phoned in at

(617) 426-4469.
The entire staff of the GCN
would like to thank everyone who
helped to make the move possible.
A special thanks to Randy Gibson
and the Charles Street Meetinghouse, for giving us the time and
space to start the newspaper. From
the GCN loonies to the Coffeehouse loonies . . . love and love
and love.
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ing made especially relevant what
would anyhow have been a notable
departure from legal wrangling,
namely the remarks on homosexhomosexually inclined parents and
ual love by Harry l}rowne and the
parent figures may inspire chilRev. William Alberts. Both of
dren, by way of contradiction , totheir statements were very simple:
ward the more conventional male
::'ev. Alberts chiefly quoted a
and female roles; as of now the
patterns of our conditioning are too pas; ~ge from the wedding cere:nony of the two gay men he lost
varied for us to understand, no
his pastorate for marrying. Even
less to regulate by simpleminded
more to the point, but in a totallegislation.
ly different vein, was an account
In posing their questions about
by attorney Richard Rubino of the
the causes of homosexuality and
arrest, conviction , imprisonment
the results to be expected from
and eventual murder of Eddie
its being legalized, it was clear
Rastellini, who was sent to Bridgethat the legislators had not yet
water
State Prison for an alleged
reconsidered their belief that
violation of the sodomy law and
homosexuality is in any case undesirable . This lack of understand- was unpopular there with many
of his fellow prisoners because he
was gay. So much for not repealing a law because it is not
"frequently" enforced.
Chairman Kiernan sa1ct, · I wou10
not hire Robert Dow to direct a
boys' camp.' ' Representative John
Brennan of Malden explained that
A number of Boston gays arc
he was concerned not so much about
?.ttempting to form a Gay Acachild molesting but about ·subtle
demic Union in the Boston area.
influences." A first was testi mony
The first national meeting of the
by the Massachusetts Bar AssociaGay Academic Union was held in
tion in favor of H.260 I, with sevNew York City last fall. Several
eral minor amendments, and a lethundred people affiliated with acater from Cardinal Medeiros of the
demic institutions met to discuss
Archdiocese of Boston opposing
problems of being gay in an aca(Continued on page 9)
demic setting, and solutions to
"MAKE IT l lAl'PEN"
these problems.
The objectives of the Gay Aca~ $ 3 ,000
3,000
demic Union are to end all forms
of discrimination against gays and
women in academic areas. Help
the individual academic, improve
the quality of scholarship and gay
people in history. Work to introduce courses of gay studies into
curricula.
The GAU is open to undergrad!I ,481.00uates, graduates and faculty of universities, and to interested professionals. Participation in the GAU
wvuld not make it necessary to
come out publicly. All those interested should contact John
Graves, professor of philosophy at
tv:.I.T.: office 253-2400; home
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
AN INTERVIEW WITH
Steve Grossman, nervously giggling at you , is immediately impressive as being totally unassuming about his new found fame.
Yet he is thrilled with it.
His first album is called "Caravan Tonight"- on Mercury. lt
was just released this month.
Steve is 22. The biography circulated by the record company
explains that just four years ago
Steve was student body president
at Erasmus High School in Brook
lyn. Between then and now, the
flier explains, Steve was a garbage collector at Coney Island
and came out while his girl friend
was in England giving him time
to get his head together. Now
he has a 5-year, 5-album contract
with Mercury and his manager
is contemplating sending him on
1 national tour.
Steve explains that he is not
trying to set himself up as a
vanguard for gay peop]P, or anyone else. Most of the songs on
the album do relate directly to
g_ayness, though.
With unquestionable sincerity
Steve says: "All th() songs that I
wrote before I came out I just
won't sing - they're just lies." In
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the songs he does now: 'There's a
lot of pain and loneliness - people
want to interpret that as a comment
about being gay it isn't. One of
my biggest difficuties in making this
album was that I felt I had to please
"Veryone. But the statements on
the record are my own and not
statements that I can make for all
gay people. ·
Steve says that Sixteen even
asked him what he likes to do on
dates. This gives us an idea and
we ask if our readers could know
who his favorite musicians are?
"Joni Mitchel, Laura Myro and
Aretha Franklin .. .! don't like
many male musicians ... and my favorite TV show is 'Maude'."
One is left feeling that Steve,
by his own intention not to be
a vanguard for gay people, is just
that. In our midst is a gay who
is successful, intelligent, sensitive,
and definitely out of the closet.
But he is a liberated gay who
only seems to be concerned with
being close to himself, whatever
that entails.
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The following is the text of the
editorial run on WKBG-TV Ch. 56
on five different occasions between
March 15 and 20

Announcer
The following is a pre-recorded editorial by James G. Saunders, General Manager of WKBG-TV on the
subject of homosexual rights.
Mr. Saunders
It's unfortunate that we must continually reinforce the Constitution
with specific laws for different segments of the population . Our state
legislators are bout to consider a
package of bills that will prohibit
discrimination in housing, insurance,
apd employment - this time based
on one's sexual preference.
Channel 56 supports all laws
which guarantee constitutional and
civil rights to all citizens regardless
of their differences. But we are appalled 'that we must create additional
laws to make sure that individual
rights are enforced in every case.
It's time we realized that all laws of
the nation and the Commonwealth
were made for all citizens and that
no one regardless of individual dif-

ferences is outside the iaw.

Announcer
You have just heard a pre-recorded
editorial by James G. Saunders, general manager ofWKBG-TV. The
opinions expressed reflect the viewpoint of the management of
WKGB-TV. We invite expression of
other points of view by responsible
citizens.

AUGUST A, Maine - The Maine
state's part one budget has been
passed by both the Senate and
the House of Representatives. The
budget includes a controversial
$35 million appropriation for the
University of Maine_.
While the budget •had relatively
easy passage in•·the Senate there
was much stormy debate in the
House. The House controversy
centered around the school
trustees' approval of the presence
of the Wilde-Stein Club on campus. Such terms as a "pack of
queers" were bandied about as
mdre conservative representatives
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Almost 40 gays attended the
Massachusetts Democratic Reform
Caucus in Framingham last Saturday.
Voting as a block, the gay caucus endorsed Secretary of State
candidate Paul Guzzi, who won an
over-all endorsement at the Caucus
after his two opponents withdrew
after the second ballot. Guzzi is
a 31 year old State Representative
from Newton. Representative Barney Frank, along with Elaine Noble,
and HUB President Robert Dow,
urged the gay caucus vote for
Guzzi, citing his record as a civil
and human rights supporter. Guzzi
was one of only 16 representatives
to vote for the bill to repeal the
laws against private consenting sex.
Guzzy's opponents were Larry Di
Cara, a Boston City Councilman,
and State Rep. John A. Businger
of Brookline. Businger has long
been a supporter of gay rights,
and has even filed gay rights legislation in the past. However, his
chances for gaining the 60% majority vote needed to win endorsement were very slim. Gays threw
their support behi~ci Guzzi, who
received 39% of the amost 3000
votes cast on the first ballot, and
49% of the votes on the second
ballot. DiCara, who was considered the favorite at the Caucus,
refused to address the gay caucus
between balloting, although he stood
a few feet from the area where
the gays sat. Guzzi will now try
to wrest the Democratic Secretary
of State nomination from the incumbent, John Davoren, who did
not attend the caucus.
In the contest for Attorney General, the eight listed candidates
were engaged in a battle until the
ALL PEOPLE WISHING TO EXPRESS THEIR FEELINGS TOWARDS ANN LANDERS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THE "ANN SLANDERS
HOMOSEXUALS " RALLY SATURDAY, MARCH 30 AT 2 p.m.,
HARVARD CLUB, 374 COMMONWEALTH AVE., BOSTON.
attempted to block any funding
to the university to express their
"moral outrage."
On the same day as the debate, a legislative order was mtroduced to request the Maine Supreme Court to rule on whether
the university can block a homosexual conference on campus.
The question was. posed in specific reference to the upcoming
Maine state gay conference
scheduled for April 19 and 20.
The order was filed by Rep.
Louis Jalbert, a Democrat from
Lewiston .

~~fOP',ME-P>~
third ballot, when Edward F. Harrington of Needham, a former
Federal crime fighter, received the
majority of votes. Gays did not
have much to choose from in their
choice for a candidate for Attorney General. Although Harring-,
ton implied that he would not enforce the sodomy laws or discriminate on the basis of sexual preference, he said that he would not
make gay rights an issue in his
campaign. Harrington told the
GCN that he believes the anti-gay
laws will be off the books within
three or four years and that the
existing laws should be decriminalized. But he added that "he
could not come up front" on the
issue at this time. Atty. Charles
Mahoney of Boston was considered
the only candidate who might be
supportive enough to actively work
for gay rights.
The caucus beg~-n at 10 a.m.,
with speeches by the candidates.
The over 33,000 people who attended tht caucus whether registered voters or interested onlookers, stayed for the most part until
the 6 p.m. end. The gay caucus
met before and after each balloting to decide which way their collective vote would go, and then
returned to their respective voting
wards to cast their ]?allots. Gay
people from all sections of Massachusetts worked together to make
their vote effective and recognizable as a united force. Guzzi's
victory is substantial evidence to
the gay community that gay citizens can cohesively support and
vote for an outstanding candidate,
or withhold their support from an
unsympathetic candidate.

MAD~IP, O~

Lu "'E. \VAP..M
Humberto Cardinal Medeiros of the
Catholic Archdiocese of Boston has
unofficially endorsed the antidiscrimination bills now before the
Massachusetts legislature. In a letter
to Alan G. Raymond news director
ofWHDH Radio, the Rev. James L.
McCune, the Cardinal 's secretary,
stated: "The position of the Church
is that all acts of sexuality between
members of the same sex are objectively sinful. This is a position which
has not and cannot change." However, he continued : '·In relation to
the bill before the Massachusetts
Legislature's Committee on Commerce and Labor - which would ban
discrimination against homosexuals
-His Eminence-is, of course, opposed to discrimination of any
kind."
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as they approach adulthood? If .
they do want to get off the streets
and should seek to enter into a
one-to-one relationship, very often,
their psycho-sexual development
PART 11
has been so impaired that they
only have disappointment, failure
by .feather Anderson
and utter loneliness to face .
Before you by-pass -this column,
Gay sex is not the destructive
Stop, Look and Listen...
factor, rather it is, as Fr. Shanley
Histling is a problem which many says, the fact that "most of their
interpersonal encounters have been
gays like to pretend doesn't exi_st
for them. Dut, like it or not, it
based on prostitution and have
is real and people in this commubeen entered into with people ,,
nity should start looking at it for_ who are not attractive to them.
Not only that, but many of
what it is and try to unde_r st a nd_ It
and the people who part1c1pate m
them have tasted violence, often a
part of survival on the street~, and
it. Because, we are jud_ged in the
eyes of the straight soc1~ty by every have engaged in blackmailing and
segment of our commumty - _esotherwise exploiting many of the
pecially those which are negative
"johns" they are involved with.
in appearance.
.
This developed criminal mentality,
or "survival of the fittest" attitude
Recently, Fr. Paul Shanley discussed with GCN dimensions in the has made it necessary to block out
problem of hustling, particularly
genuine emotion and human feelteenage hustling. Here are some
ings, and how does one re-learn to
of the reasons which lead a young express real feelings?
person into this type of life.
What is written here only begins
As everyone knows, there are
to scratch the surface of the probmany gays in suburbia, especially
lems these young people face, and
teenage gays, towards whom we
the reasons for their being.
have made no positive outreach.
Perhaps the gay community
Some of these teenagers are not
should start to consider that maybe this is our problem. Maybe if
yet "out" - their sexual identity
is still uncertain.
we put our heads together we can
Many of these people become
come up with ways to reach our
runaways,and t~e to the streets.
teenage brothers and sisters,_
'lhey cannot go mto bars to meet stead of ignoring and explo1tmg
them. Maybe we can begin to
other gays because of their age,
and find that the only way to e~- offer them positive gay inodels.
and find places for them to turn
gage in gay sex is through expenmenting on the streets.
to to alleviate some of their loneSince there is nowhere for them
liness and private agony.
to go, they begin taking money,
Anyone interested in this probin exchange for sexual relations,
lem and/or its solutions, contact
Heather Anderson, in care of GCN.
as a means of support, (the beginning of the end). The gay
Think about it!
community has nothing to offer
Next week we will discuss the
adult hustler, and dimensions in
them, and taking these kids in is
a real risk: it could lead to prison
that lifestyle.
for anhone involved. So, the gay
Sunday afternoon to discuss his can
teenager, forced into hustling, is
Jidacy for the State Senate. One of
left to roam the streets. As Fr.
the gay leaders was quoted as saying
Shanley says, " ...as long as it remains a crime to harbor runaways,
We found DiLorenzo to be out
spoken . honest , and very receptive'
only criminals will harbor them."
to the needs and goals of the gay
What happens to these teenagers
community · Another gay spokes
man said that Dilorenzo had grass
roots appeal' and that they found
Dilorenzo irresistable during their
As a result of a meeting between
three hour meeting. If you think
leaders of the gay community and
these quotes are newsworthy listen
Rep George A. DiLorenzo last
to what Georgie had to say: You
March 10, the Post Gazette a statehelp me become State Senator, and
wide newspaper has implied that
rn work my ass off for you in the
Dilorenzo is a supporter of de
Senate. That line can only be
ranged sexual inverts trying to moles1
topped by his closinlf statement,
young children
· We have a constitutional right t0
Hal Towne . who is in actuality a
pnvacy and it is no one s goddam
Mr Toro wrote that: According
business what you do -in the pnvacy
to an article in the Gay Community
of your own bedroom.
News [issue No. 1 38 3/16/74), a
Mr. Town" added.· That quote
journalistic organ (pardon the pun)
might be well worth remembenng
for the marshmallow inhabitants of
the next time you hear of some deour city :~J Boston Rep. Georgie
ranged sexual invert trying to molest
ViLorenzo hosted a meeting with
young children. Think about it...'
i.eaders of the gay community last
Continued on page 9

Novu~
Boston College has recently
seen a new day dawn for its
Gay men and women.
On Jan. 28, Rev. Paul Shanley,
assigned by. the Archdiocese of
Bosten to the l\·Hnistry of the
Bisexual and Homosexual, broke
ground here by speaking on
"Homosexuality, The Case for
Enlightenment."
Shanley's presentation, aided
in the question and answer period by Cathy Baker and Wendy
Bauman of the D.O.B., urged
straight people to accept Guy
men and women as ·human
beings.
This theme and the effort of
offering support to me many
isolated individuals on the campus, have become the twin
goals of the new Homophile
Union at Boston College.
Since the Jan. 28 talk a
small core of both undergraduate and graduate men have been
gathering weekly to form a
Umon to serve the campus' Gay
population.
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An American ··Fashion-t<trst"
will be presented by the Homo-phile Union of Boston on April 1L
in the Louis XIV Ballroom in the
new Somerset Hotel. It will be
the first fashionganza presented by
any gay community .in the United
States. The production .is entitled
is entitled "Giy Is A Way," The
liberated look, Spring-Summer.
1974.
The fashion production will feature name designers in a collection
featuring the total wardrobe look.
The show will be set in four acts
featuring clothes that represent
leisure wear - beach wear - the
intown look and formal wear.
The usual finale to any fashion
show has always been the "Bridal
Finale." ' ·Gay ls A Way" will
complete its production with the
holy union, a ceremony which represents a special comitment between two gay people.
Models of both sexes have been
selected from the gay community
and professionally trained for this
production. There will be sixteen
models performing in the show,
eight men and eight women.

While Union membership is
small, with no women joining as
yet, the core leadership hopes
that by next fall the operation
will be in full swing, meeting
the cultural, social, and educational needs of all Boston College's Gay community.
A recent panel discussion members of the panel included
Ellen D. Davis of GCN and Rev.
Thomas Oddo of Dignity while poorly ·attended by the
straight community on campus,
pointed the way to future educational meetings between Gays
and Straights to dispel the
myths ·about "Homosexuality."
Another meeting, with a panel
.composed entirely of Gay people from Boston College, will
be held before the end of the
year to answer questions from
curious Straights.
While the administration has
viewed these efforts quietly, it
is hoped that the present cooperation between the Homophile Union and the college
leadership may be built upon in
the future.
For further information on
joining, or events to be held,
contact : Tod O'Connor, 35
South St., Apt. Bl, Brighton,
Mass. 02135; tel. 254-4103 .
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"Gay Is A Way" will be seen in
one performance at the Louis XIV
Ballroom, the New Somerset, 400
Commonwealth Ave ., Boston.
There will be a cocktail hour beginning at 6:30 p.m. Performance
time is scheduled for 8 p .m .
Tickets will be available at most
ticket agencies. For ticket information please phone the Homophile Union of Boston, 419 Boylston St., room 509; Boston, (617)
536-6197. All proceeds will go to
the benefit of the Homophile
Union of Boston.

How many rhinos
does it take to
fill a train?
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REACT!!

Advertising is accepted from all
businesses, non-profit organizations
and individuals at the following rates:
$3.00 per column inch for non-profit
organizations, $4.00 per column inch
for profit making businesses.
Personal classified rates are listed
elsewhere in this issue.

The last hearing on this year Massach11setts gay legislation has now been
held and the bills may be voted on within the next few weeks We have
asked you in the p st to write your legislators but the situation is :spec!a!ly
critical at thsi time. It now appears that at least three of the five bills will
be reported out of their committees favorably. Our chance o~ success
seems to be within reach IF we all make a concerted effort m these last
few weeks.
There are enough firm and wavering votes to pass at least some of these
bills, especially H.2524 and H.2525 which deal with preventing discrimination
m employment housing credit and public accommodations (A complete
listing of the bills and their contents appeared in GCN No. 37 March 9.)
(See article this week for present status of all bills.)
We cannot express enough the importance of letters from cons~ituents
in support of this legislation. Just recently one suburban Republ~can Sen
. ator changed his position from wavering to sup~ort as a result of Just one
honest warm heartfelt letter from a gay constituent.
If you haven't yet written it can not be put o_ff a~y longer If you
havi\ it is time for a follow-up letter but the ttme 1s now.
Call 727-2356 for the name of your Renresentative and 727-2476 for
the name of your Senator. Address letters to: The Hon
State House, Boston M~~~- O? 113.
O
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Here is my contribution of $ . ..... .... ... . ............ , . . . . . . .
I will volunteer my services to help raise mane) .
Contact me regarding an interest-bearing loan to GCN ($100 minimum)
D I will volunteer to help paint, fix up, and move into GCN's new office.
D Enclosed are my ideas on ways to raise money to Make It Happen.

■

Name

:

Address . . •. .• • ...••• •..••. ...••.•..• •. .. •• ....• •••. .. • .••• •

■

:

.•

D
D
D

······ ····· ·· ·· ···· ········· ···· ···· ········· ···· ·· ···

:

State, Zip. • . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • • . • . • . . • • . . • . . . . . • . • • . • • • • . . • . . • . •

:

Telephone ..•....•...•.....••••..•.•...••••••.._.... ...... .. .

■

IMPORTANT:

•
•■
■

.
:

■

:

Please address responses to:

"MAKE IT HAPPEN'·

GCN
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, Mass. 02108
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All copies sent in sealed, no-F"ek envelope.
We recommend 1ST CLASS for, all of W. Moss. , Boston 02112, 13, 15, 16,
18, Brookline, Belmont, Somerville, SE Moss., N & S Shore, 019s (Lynn and
most of Caomridge. 3RD CLASS, Boston 02114 (Beacon Hill), 02115 (Kenmore), Roxbury, Dorchester, framinghom, Waltham and all aut of state. Third
clau delivery in some areas is quite poor; if in doubt, first class is recommended.
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REACTIONS:

Dear GCN :
Ever since I have seen copies of GCN, I've wanted to return to Boston.
■ Your paper, and the Charles Street Meetinghouse, are two elements of
:
the Boston Gay scene that did not exist when I was here more than a
■
year ago. I was curious to see what had happened since then.
■
I was also determined to work for what I still think of as the Gay
■ Liberation Movement - the movement begun by street queens at the
Stonewall in 1969, and continued - to some extent -- by various organ:
izations since then. I still see that Movement as the most effective vehicle for creating Gay consciousness - defining what it is to be Gay :
a community of institutions
and also for creating a Gay Community
:
established by and for Gay people to meet our needs.
This notion resembles the notion of Black Power. Black Power
■ differs from civil rights in that its institutions are designed by and for
■ '31ack people to meet their needs.
I discovered in Boston that the previous Gay Liberation Movement
■
■ 1ad become a Gay Rights campaign - a campaign to integrate Gays into
•
;traight society by conforming to straight standards of achievement.
Many people active in this campaign would object to this statement.
But if they look closely at themselves on the job, on the street, before
·:ve committees, and even in their own organizations they will see
(Continued on Page 11 )
■
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:
YES, I'll HELP MAKE 1T HAPPEN" ••••
:
•
•
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Subscribe to

The purpose of GCN's "Make It Happen" fund raising campaign is to raise
a total of $6,000.00, half through donations and half through 9% interest
bearing loans of 12, 18 and 24 months duration. This money will be used to
defray office and staff costs for the next six months while the quality, size,
and circulation of GCN is improved, bringing you a better GCN.
Complete information on GCN's "Make It Happen" campaign appears in
issue No. 35, Feb. 23.
The box on the front page shows the campaign progress to date. We need
your help . Please send in coupon below today.
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by Loretta Lotman

CLEANING OUT THE MENTAL
ATTIC

uled for the More Magazine convention, an alternative journalism
convention, in May. The people
·involved hope to start a gay journalists' caucus, including people
from New York and Doston (to
start!) ... Locally, Catch 44, the
olde faithful of media, spotlights
the Gay Speakers Bureau on April
3 at 8:30 p.m. on Ch. 44 ...
The Tom Larsen Show on Ch. 38
will talk about the HCHS conference on April 22 . . . During a
recent appearance on the Sonya
Hamlin Show, Ms. Hamlin herself
told several GCN staffers that we
had "come such a long way" in
the media. We were then told by
her assistant it would be approximately 4 months before we could
get more local gay people on her
program - Ms. Hamlin doesn't like
repetition . . . Surprise of the season: During the V✓GBH, Ch. 2
program on Dolphins, Whales and
Man, one scientist talked about
homosexual behavior among whales
and its social importance to them.
Our brothers and sisters are everywhere!
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by Ginny Haviland
There has been distinct progress
in the relationship between BostonNEWSWEEK, 11arch 25: Under
based media outlets and the gay
education there's a lengthy article
community. Since the meeting
about the Gays at the University
with Tom Winship, the Boston
of New Hampshire, and their fight
Globe has given our ac tivitires regwith Gov. Meldrim Thomson Jr.
ular coverage. On Sunday, March
and William Loeb. To support his
17, Rachelle Patterson of the
position, Loeb published an ediGlobe State House Bureau wrote a
torial on a District of Columbia
very positive piece on passage of
court decision banning a homosexthe civil rights legislation. Patterual club there as a "bawdy and
~on said the legislators "are more
disorderly house." Parts of that
concerned with getting re-elected
editorial appear as follows: "The
than alleviating an injustice." The
trustees 'should now realize that
piece was very positive, about the
they must continue to appeal
best thing the Glove has printed
Judge Bowne's rulings, if necessary
for us to date ... The Globe is
all the way to the Supreme Court
also doing research for a feature
of the United States, in order to
story on married gay couples .. .
determine once and for all wheGay 1!edia Action has secured a
ther this nation is to be a nation
meeting with one of the editors of
run for the benefit of sodomites
the Real Paper to discuss policy
and prostitutes, or whether it is
towards gay news. It's been sevto remain a nation for decent peoeral months since the RP devoted
ple who at least attempt to ad• any space to gay stories, and they
here to reasonable moral standare well aware of the lack in covards."
erage. Besides constant reminders
+
+
+
from Stuart Dyron and Lilith
THE NEW YORK TIMES MagaMoon, the paper has received sevzine, March 17: David Holden,
When you patronize our advertieral irate calls of late. May the recorrespondent for The Sunday
sers, please tell them you saw their
sults of this meeting be as rewardTimes of London, has written
ad in the Gay Community News.
ing as the meeting with Winship ...
about Jan Morris. He says "It is
The legislative committee did an
excellent job of getting media people to both sets of hearings at the
State House; moreover, their mailing of information to various TV,
radio stations and newspapers resulted in several editorials in our
favor. Most unexpected of these
was the endorsement from WK.BG,
Ch. 56. Where were the other
stations? ...
Media mania is spreading through=
Specializing in Italian and French Cuisine
out New England - and if I may
be biased , it's about time. Gay
Featuring Live Entertainment • Dancing
Media Action just franchised out to
Open 5 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Worcester; the group will be calling
Starting April 1-0pen for Lunch at 11 :30 a.m.
its first open meeting within a
month. Media workshops are set up
CASAD
for the Maine Conference (April
22 Avery St. (Next to the Avery Hotel)
19, 20) and the Amherst gay celePhone 426-4173 for Reservations
bration (~.:ay 3, 4, 5). A "Gay in
Media" panel discussion is sched-
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BOSTON'S
FIRST
GAY

SUPPER ULUB

ot usually given to a man that
after nearly a quarter of a century
'lf marriage he should end up as
,ister-in-law to his own children.
Male and female created He them,
says the book of Genesis; and for
most of us, married or unmarried,
'J.etero- or homosexual, that has
always been more or less that.
But next month there will be
published on both sides of the Atlantic an autobiography that describes just such a remarkable
transformation. Probably the fullest personal account so far of what
it is like to cross the most basic
of creation's barriers, it is the first
book of a British woman writer
called Jan Morris. For at the age
of 47, James Humphrey Morris,
one of Britain's best-known writers of non-fiction, author of
"Venice," "The Hashemite Kings,"
·'Pax Brittanica" and "Heaven's
Command," winner of Britain's
Heineman Award for Literature
and America's George Polk Memorial Award for Journalism, has
undergone a sex change. Now,
while living as unofficial "sisterin-law" in what she calls "passionate friendship" with the woman
James married 25 years ago, and
as ·'aunt" to his four children,
Jan has decided to tell the story.
(Aptly titled Conundrum, it is the
18th book of this author known to
literary world until now as James
Morris.)

+
+
+
BOSTON GLOBE, March 21: Kay
Longcope (Globe staffer) reports
from San Francisco that Roman
Catholic priests convening there
yesterday went on record opposing laws against homosexual acts
between consenting adults. And
Rachelle Patterson (Globe staffer)
reports on the recent Gay bill
hearings. She says "while maintaining its traditional opposition
to homosexuality, the Boston
Archdiocese has expressed its opposition to discrimination against
homosexuals." Kay Longcope also
reports in another Globe issue last
week about what went on at the
San Francisco convention represented by 130 councils of Catholic
priests in the United States. She
says that two very positive resoluContinu ed on page 7
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Editor's Note : See also March 17, 1974, magazine section of The New York Times "James and Jan'' by David Holden for an account of
the life of James Morris, well-known reporter/writer, who is now a transsexual, Jan Morris.

Transsexophobia:

Old Arguments Against New People
by Margo Schulter

It is a curious quirk of human nature that people
often spend 50% of the time fighting against their own
oppression, and the other 50% passively ignoring or
even actively justifying the equally painful oppression
of other human beings.
There are certainly IT!any examples of this human
weakness in American history alone, from the pilgrims
who fled from England to seek religious freedom and
then hanged Quakers for seeking the sari'\e freedom, to
the members of certain feminist groups who in recent
years have cruelly used and abused their Lesbian sisters.
We might hope that by 1974 this game of pyramidal
oppression would be discarded as old hat, at least within the more enlightened circules of opinion. However, it
appears that this pastime of supporting liberation for
some but not for others is still going strong right here in
our own progressive community of Boston. The latest
victims are transsexuals - people who for various medical and psychological reasons feel themselves to be
members of the gender "opposite" to their genital sex.
Transsexuals are struggling now for the right to bring
their bodies and social identities into harmony with their
inner feelings. In challenging the patriarchal assumption that sex and gender are the simple and unchangeable results of genital anatomy at birth, transsexuals are up against the same sexist oppression
which has also kept down women and gay people.
Furthermore, these areas of oppression overlap. In
addition to being transsexual, for example, I am also
now under the same conditions in most ways as any
person living as female in this society: further, since I
view myself as bisexual, or nonexclusively Lesbian, I
must also deal with the same oppression that other gay
people must confront.
In an ideal world , we might hope that advocates of
feminist and gay liberation would recognize transsexual
people as fellow victims of sexist prejudice, and also as
allies in the quest for human liberation. But anyone
who knows how straight liberals have treated gays (at
least before it became "in" to be friendly), and how
straight and even gay males have treated women (inside as well as outside various liberation movements),
will not be overly surprised to discover that transsexuals are the latest candidates for the same treatment.
While transsexualism may be a new issue to many
people, the arguments for supporting or ignoring transsexual oppression are exactly the same arguments
which have been used to support or ignore female and
gay oppression. It is as if some gay people have remembered all the cliches which they themselves have
rebutted when these cliches were directed against
women or gay people, and then turned them against
transsexual people.
To make this point more graphic, I would like to
make a simple table with two columns. On the left-hand
side, I will list all the anti-gay cliches which require no
attribution because they have been heard at least a
dozen times each by any gay person or supporter. On

the right-hand side, I will catalogue the typical "liberal "
observations on transsexuals as accurately as I can,
from personal experiences.

ANTI-GAY CLICHE
1. "Homosexuality is just
too hot an issue for me."

2. "We cannot permit gay
dances - they confuse kids
who might still go straight."

3. " The homosexuals I
know don't seem very happy."
4. "Gay sexuality isn't truly
fulfilling because it doesn't
bring children."

5. "People are gay because
they can't make it in normal
heterosexual relationships."
6. "Maybe in order to
change more important
things we may have to forget minor problems like
those of homosexuals."
7. "I can't support homosexuals! What would my
friends think? What would
happen to my reputation?"
8. "Maybe when It's 'in' to
be gay I'll speak out."

ANTI-TRANSSEXUAL
CLICHE$
1. "I feel that gender identity
is maybe too hot an area for
me."

2. "There are some crazy
kids here who might get the
idea that they should
change their sex."
3. "I have met many transsexuals, and none of them
seem really happy people."

4. "I am uncomfortable
about transsexualism because it conflicts with what I
consider the proper reproductive aspect of life."
5. "I'm afraid that many
people change sex because
they haven't succeeded in
their natural sexes."
6. "I have limited time maybe I have to concentrate on helping 90% of the
gay community at the expense olthe other 10%."
7. " II I became a known supporter of transsexuals, that
would definitely lower my respectability in the straight
community."
8. "Maybe in live years I will
find myself supporting transsexual liberation."

Maybe it would be helpful to reply to these repressive cliches, as they affect
both gay people and transsexuals.
(1) While people in reasonably comfortable positions find issues of oppression "too hot to handle, " it is
the oppressed people who get burned;
(2) People do not generally change sexual prefer-
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ence or gender identity · as a result of meetings and
dances - AND IF THEY DO, THAT IS ALSO THEIR
RIGHT. In fact, the process of social and physical
change of sex is adequately prolonged and painful to
discourage the merely curious. Years are usually required for a complete change.
(3) Gay people and transsexuals are " unhappy" because of the self-ignorance, self-hatred and closetry
which a pathologically oppressive society forces upon
them. As socially aware minority group members we
should all realize that the cure for both gay people and
transsexuals is self-knowledge , self-approval, and the
total celebration known as "coming out."
(4) The primary purpose of sexuality is not reproduction but the expression of a~ection between one person and herself%himself, or between two or more
people. In a similar way, conflicts between genital anatomy and self-identity must be settled in favor of inner
peace and comfort with one's body as a channel of
love, regardless of the consequences for reproductive
capacity. Isn't it fascinating that many gays, after
proudly praising Bill Baird and endorsing the validity of
nonreproductive gay sexuality, should suddenly worry
about the fertility of transsexuals? Surely the population growth rate must indicate that the straight scene
can keep going even without the help of transsexuals,
who may be at most .01 % of the population.
(5) Both gayness and transsexualism are positive
identities, not just negations of "normality" as defined
by straight and nontranssexual people. It can be argued with equal validity that straight people are just failures in gay relationships, and that nontranssexuals
have failed at transsexual identities. Of course, the argument is unfair in either direction, but seems to go in
one direction rather than the other in the real world .
(6) It's time to realize, in the words of Eugene Victor
Debbs, that "while there is a soul in prison, I am not
free. " The struggle against sexism must be on a universal and deep enough level to include a// the victims of
male and heterosexual chauvinism. No one can morally be the ~ubject of "benign neglect" - no woman, no
gay person, and no transsexual.
(7) Social causes only become " in" after many
people have courageously acted and "come out" in order to make them popular. As the saying goes: "If not
now, when?"

CONCLUSION
No one is suggesting that anyone has a responsibility to devote all of her%his time to fighting transsexual oppression . However, I do mean to say that as
a transsexual, a woman, and a Lesbian, I feel that everyone has a responsibility to cooperate with the transsexual cause to the extent of not denying space for
meetings and not disavowing transsexual rights. Enlightened people must not be afraid to associate themselves with both male-to-female and female-to-male
transsexuals, and to support transsexual liberation as
one part of human liberation. Transsexuals must join
with others for the freedom and happiness of all.
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age of labor's side of the Lawrem,.,
strike of 1912 ; he knew the needs
LUCIEN
of young and old, male and fe.
On this date ten years ago ( Mar. male. But his special talent was to
30, 1964) occurred the death of
discover, encourage and help promLucien Price, in his eighty-first
ising young men of meager backyear. Boston journalist, author,
grounds or incomes (or both) at
and recorder of the dialogues of
critical stages of their live~. It
Alfred North Whitehead, he was
might be material help : an overalso the beloved friend of young
coat, tuition at New England Concreative manhood from Ted Shawn
servatory, textbooks, concert or
(whom he encouraged through seven theatre tickets, copies of his novels
dark years) and Gore Vidal (who
(my own gift from him). It might
dedicated Julian to his memory)
be evening talks, or invitations to
to dozens of more obscure men:
the homes of his eminent friends.
academy and college teachers, auBut beyond all that, "to the
thors, journalists, community work- many youths who came under Luers, artists, at least one ex-prisoner
cien's influence" (as one of them
released through his efforts. Boswrote), the experience "meant
ton Globe readers over thirty-five
personal salvation of a sort, and
may remember his double- length
editorials ranging over history, biography, the arts, education, and
,Jc
the permanently recurring issues of
life with clarity of thought and
stylistic elegance rarely equalled in
American journalism.
Most readers of this paper, being
younger, will never have heard of
him. Yet for the gay community
to remain ignorant of Lucien's
ideals and life would be a misfortune. For this intellectually darAt a time when our movement
ing and immensely erudite young/
seems to be pulling apart into
old man lived to complete seven
many different directions WIN
of a projected eight volume novel
seeks to put it all together- to
sequence, All Souls (begun in 1919), make clear the connections bewhich may just be the most sigtween the women's movement
and the ecology movement, to
nificant literary exposition of the
highlight the contradictions beconcept of fraternal love since
tween the lawlessness in WashingPlato. Their unorthodoxies regardton and the platitudes of even the
ing property, war, religion and sex
most "liberal" politicians, to
prohibited the publication of these
create a basis for understanding benovels except by private printing
tween the peace movement and
(remember Leaves of Grass?). Althose in the counter-culture activethough copies were accepted by
ly constructing alternatives to the
major libraries all over the world,
present system.
the carefully screened Doston PubTo cover the many facets of
lic's collection lacks them. The
our movement means that each isBoston Globe ignored them in its
sue of WIN is unique and surprising. No wonder New York's Vilobituary tributes; the Harvard
lage Voice described WIN as "the
Crimson called the series a "roman
liveliest magazine on the left."
jleuve to rank with Proust's and
And
Abbie Hoffman has said that
Rolland's." The scale and complex
"WIN provides valuable informaideas of the work defy summary;
tion to a nationwide network of
Jet it suffice to say that the theme
freedom fighters."
of male friendship is made central
to the alternative society of creators Lucien envisioned, a society
based on the Greek idea of arete,
or excellence in virtue in daily living, rather than on the hubris
(with its attending nemesis) so
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE
clearly dominating our national
To get a free copy of the next
culture in this century.
surprising issue of WIN merely
His other relevance to gays lay
send us your name and address.
in his exemplification of what I
{Or send $7 for a full year
think of as the gay ethic. Lucien
surprises and we'll send you, withhad worked in an East Boston
out charge, a copy of FREE FIRE
ZONE: Short Stories By Vietnam
sailor's hostel for a year following
Veterans, a $2.95 value.)
graduation from the Harvard of
James, Santayana and Copeland;
WIN* Box 547 * Rifton * NY12471
he had lost a job with the Goston
Transcript for his accurate cover-
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the jitterence between acquiring in
the material sense and giving in the
creative sense." Repayment was
not expected; his beneficiaries
knew they were being given a free
gift of their lives to benefit others,
as he conceived his own life to be
a free gift. Lucien's working creed
was always "the world is beautiful,
and you are my brother."
An old man dies, a decade ago.
"Buona notte e sogni d'oro . . .
Dormi, Lucien." And may golden
dreams light our own pathways
toward a future made brighter for
your having lived creatively.

tions were overwhelmingly approved in committee hearings
Monday night. They were submitted by a group of Salvatorian
Fathers, a religious order based in
Milwaukee.
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we become aware of our beauty
as persons, as we grasp at, an<l obtain, our full person-hood, in the
day we can love and fear nothing,
this is our Easter. We no longer
hate ourselves, or feel guilty. We
by Paul Diederich
know our love is beautiful too. We
Within Christian culture, Lent is
have grown and continue to grow
a time of preparation for the celeall the more because of it. True
bration of Easter. It is a time of
freedom, true victory over death
spiritual and mental consciousness
is this, our coming-out, our resurand introspection, geared at makrection.
ing the death and resurrection o'.
Even now, as our Lent draws to
Christ more meaningful in our l!ves.
its close, we can face the LegislaIt is a ti me of self-denial, sacrifice
ture, we can speak 11ith firm conand renewal. With the forty day
viction to our Churches, and we
period of Lent the Christian becan say to society, "we're Gay,
comes more aware of the impact
and we're proud!"
and meaning of Christ's victory
This is the real meaning of
over death.
Easter to us, this is our ChristThis seems to me to apply also
identity. We have suffered, but
to the Gay Community here in
we've grown. We are truly experBoston. Our "Lent" has been
iencing our resurrection from all
Jong and hard. We are only now
that's been keeping us down, way
beginning to look forward to a
down. We are persons, we are a
resurrection. Obviously our resurpeople. As a people we can go to
rection will not involve our physithe modern day Pharaoh and cry
cal deaths. It does, however, go
"let our people go! " . With Christ
deeply into the death which Gay
we stand before God , present to
people suffer every day• It is th e
us as Mother and Father telling
death of guilt, self-hatred, confuthe good news, "we are risen."
sion, oppression, sexism and disAs a united community let's
crimination. The scourage of
make this Easter, this Passover,
empty one night stands, the imours. Feel the joy of how far
possible dream of a love just not
we've come. Bask in the sunshine
available, and a life of being less
of our hard earned freedom to be
than second class citizens, these
the individuals, the persons that
too are our passion and deaths,
we are. This joy and wonderful
our "Lent."
feeling of resurrection will help us
We can now look with furn
to continue our right, forge on in
hope to better than all that, ~e
our personal and collective growth
too can look to our resurrectwn.
and know in our hearts that someI am referring to_:he ~esurrec,t,ion
day, someway , all our brothers and
of what we call commg-out.
As
sisters will be free.
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PRISONS
Editor's Note: In last issue Satya's
name was inadvertently omitted as
byline for "Prison Censorship."

PART II

by Satva
In last week's article on prison
censorship, I explained the plight
of the prisoner - defenseless, with
no real rights, and with the constant fear of reprisal should he/she
speak out for those rights. In this
article, I will explain some of the
subtle tactics that prisons use to
keep us from getting the truth into
the prisom (and out of them), and
what we can do to change things.
The prisons go out of their way
to make things hard for the prisoners. Refusal to. accept gay publications and letters of support is
a common practice of most prisons. Fag Rag has a long-standing
policy of sending its publication
free to gay male prisoners. But
quite often, the publication is returned with the stamp "Not authorized at U.S. penitentiary. Return to Sender." Each prison has
its own set of rules regardless of
State or National Laws. The personal fears and prejudices of prison
officials play a large part in censorship of gay material. Many
prison officials get their "jollies"
by tearing up or returning the
mail of gay prisoners.
To make sure that knowledgeable people are not allowed to
correspond with (and thereby support) gay prisoners, most prisons
send questionnaires to people who
with to write to prisoners. For
example, Attica prison sends out a
form which states, "The policies
governing the correspondence and
visiting programs, require that you
submit answers to the following
questions for review as basis for
authorizing correspondence. Any
false statements will be cause of
rejection." Some questions they
ask are:
- What is your relationship with
the prisoner?
-V:hat effect to you hope your
communication will have on the
prisoner?
- Have you ever been in a prison,
or on probation?

It is easy to see that if you
answered truthfully that you wanted to help the prisoner realize
that s(he) was a political prisoner
of a patriarchal system and that
Gay is Beautiful, your letters would
be rejected. If, on the other hand,
you did not tel1 the truth, they
would check up on your political
activities, and THEN reject you.

Either way, the prisoner would not
receive the needed support.
Another institution (Leavenworth , Kansas) prevents mail from
getting to prisoners in the following way: Leavenworth publishes a
paper called "Instructions to be
followed in Correspondence with
Inmates." One of the rules is that
"Letters may be rejected if they
contain material or language which
violates the postal laws . . . or
reference to criminal activities."
Such broad reasons for exclusion
of letters easily allow for the rejection of gay publications which
the authorities usually consider to
be 'criminal' and full of 'dirty'
language .
The Medical Center for Federal
Prisoners of Springfield, Missouri,
puts out a paper similar to that
of Leavenworth .. It too allows for
the censorship of any or all mail
to Gay prisoners. It states that
"Letters received from persons not
on the approved list are normally
returned to sender" . . . ''Obscenity, profanity, sensational or disturbing news, reference to illegal
activities, abusive language, or attacks on anyone will not be permitted." . . . "The right is reserved .. . to terminate correspondence privileges for reasonable
causes."
It is obvious to any still-breathing human being that these laws
allow for the total restriction of
mail to gay prisoners whenever a
homophobic prison authority feels
like it.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
A gay prisoner at Leavenworth,
Kansas, gives us the answer in a
letter he managed to send out of
prison:
" Time has come to unite all
Federal Gay Prisoners in one
united organization throughout
fhe system. The officials are
not only dehumanizing us, but
are committing crimes of mur
der, denial of publications and
educational programs, and denying anyone from helping us in
... our struggle for gay rights.
"Over 70% of Gay Prisoners
are being placed in solitary confinement due to their coming
out and awareness of their
rights ...
'·I ask all Gay organizers to
write and send evidence of their
complaints about solitary, or any
type of discriminationto:
ACLU, c/o Paul Daniels and/
or Marily G. Haft, attorneys,
22 East 40th St. , New York
City , N.Y. 10016.
" The above people need this
information for a class action
suit in behalf of all Federal Gay
Prisoners and to present a Gay
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by Jonathan Cross
A Commentary on Area Entertain
ment of Gay Interest

LOST AND FOUND
I betook myself to Gotham last
weekend and got royally ripped off
by the famous Continental Bathsa cold , ill run, under-staffed . and
over-priced product of P.R. and
media hype. On weekends it's fifteen dollars for a locker; skip it.
We've busier, cleaner friendlier
tubs at home.
The main theatrical attraction for
N.Y. gays seems to be John Hop
kins' searing, outspoken drama
'•Find Your Way Home." with Lee
Richardson Jane Alexander, and
After Dark's favorite newcomer Michael Moriarty. Hopkins' play
takes place in a run down, seedily
grandiose bed sitting room in a town
in the south of England, but the
real locale is the grimy universe of
hustling, and of furtive , damaging
liaisons in parks and the rooms of
strangers. · Find Your Way Home
is sealed off in its lifeless loveless
chamber and admits no possibility
of happiness or generosity. It is
Bill of Rights to prison officials
and the U.S. Senate subcommittee on U.S. Prisons.
"When forming a group of
N.G.P.C. (National Gay Prisoners' Coalition), contact Morris
Kight of Gay Community Services Center, 1614 Wilshire Dlvd.,
Los Angeles, Cal. 90017. He is
Director of N.G.P.C . and is
anxious to hear of progress and
problems in all groups. Also,
send copies of your by-laws and
demands go U.S. Senate and
Congresspeople , and to wardens
and directors of prisons.
''Also contact Dave Goldberg,
attorney of the National Lawyers Guild, 23 Cornelia St. , New
York City, N.Y. 10014, who is
working on a Gay Bill of
Rights.
"Plus we need to attempt to
get the M.C.C. groups to present a program of services for
Gay prisoners, giving us the
right to religious worship like
other inmates.
"Never give up .. . never
surrender our birthright, beliefs,
lifestyles. Future hopes and
plans depend on us in here, how
we stick by each other . . The
forgotten gay prisoners must not
allow the peoole to for~et."
The rest is uo to ALL ot us.
(Special ·thanks to Larry Anderson of Fag Rag for his help
in exposing the vicious prison
system.)

satisfied to explore the insecurities
and terrors of gay life and refuses
all but the darkest of images. It's
strong, depressing heartless stuff
and Edwin Sherin·s cast and direction are relentlessly brilliant. They
have us at their mercy .
Moriarty is Julian Weston, a broken once bP-autiful young man des
troying himself by hustling for five
pound notes. Hopkins' obscenities.
spare us nothing, and Moriarty s
nervous hysteria his breathy . choked , sarcastic laughter the violence
of his bitter self hatred, paint a
hellish picture of the seamy under0ide of his venal and vulpine gay
world. Hopkins locates the cause
of Julie's sexual self-immolation in
his closely , stiff and aging Jover
Alan , played veddy British repressed
and silent by Lee Richardson who
is too successful hiding himself
away; we never really see what makes
him tick. The action of the play con
cerns Alan s return to Julie after a
year's silent absence wearily, weakly resolved to leave wife and children
for his ravaged and bruised lover.
When Alan s wife walks in on the
pair, the play's themes - the failure
of marriage, and the repressed and
guilty ways peoples lives collapse
i"to patterns of lies and self decP.ption begin finally to emerge. Jane
Alexander manages to humanize he•
stock role as the heroic abandoned
wife illuminating the woman beneath the sentimentalities of the
part with funny baffled shrugs and
a strange , frozen stare. Hopkins
makes her too obviously the victim
of her husband·s suddenly fragment
ing selfhood , bµt the play's sub
theme: the terrifying capacity of
marriage to survive as a meaningless
social merchanism within which
people avoid each other is strongest
in this second act confrontation
with Julie and his homosexual aiter
native safely out of the way ; he goes
for a Jong walk. Much of what
makes· Find Your Way Home · so
depressing and unsettling is Hopkins
belief that all relationships are only
frail hedgings against a final and all
encompassing loneliness.
As the play tapers off its char
acters' lives at the dead end of pas
sion spent Alan and Julie sit apart
unconnected, and brood silently in
th e gathering, hopeless darkness.
Julie's last line 'Oh , my love · is
only a dying whisper in the gloom .
Find Your Way Home" is a dPvastating, compelling play but be prepared for a punishing and ferocious .
theatrical experience.

REP ATTACKED
An assassi nation plot against the
two defendants in the Houston mass
murder case was revealed by a parent
of one of the victims. Walter Scott,
whose son Mark is an alleged murder
victim, informed reporters that he
received an anonymous phone call
in which the caller offered to kill
either Elmer Wayne Henley , 17, or
David Owen Brooks, 18, in return
for $1700. Both Henley and Brooks
arc now being held in pre-trial detention for the alleged multiple murders
of at least 27 young men.
According to Scott, the anonymous
caller pointed out to him that the alleged murderers of his son would at
most be sentenced to a few years in
prison; then the would-be assassin
made his proposition of murder for
hire, and said that he could kill the
defendants in spite of security pre-

cautions.
After twice being refused by Scott ,
the caller reportedly said , ·'You'll
change your mind." Don Lambright,
assistant district attorney of Harris
County (which includes Houston),
offered to set a trap for the caller,
but Scott declined for the sake of
his family's safety. According to
Lambright, other parents of murder
victims have reported similar calls
to his office.
Scott expressed the opinion that by
disclosing such assassination offers
to the authorities, he and other parmts had probably saved the lives of
the two defendants.
In the course of a pre-trial hearing,
defendant Henley was granted a
change of venue from Houston tl
Bexar County, which includes San

(Continued from page 3)
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The major part of the readership
of the Post Ga?ette is cen tercd in
the North End, Ward 3 of Boston
Hal Towne or Mr. Toro. is the au
thor of Around Town and is also
on the staff of Boston City Coun
cillor Frederick Langone who is a
close political ally of Sen. Michael
LoPresti. LoPresti is the incumbent
Senator whom DiLorenzo intends
to oppose in September. A HUB
spokesman reports that LoPresti
hss tried to placate gay lobbyists by
saying that he is 90% sure that he
will support the gay bills:·
Rep. Dilorenzo has asked all of
his friends iind supporters to write
the Post Gazette in protest over t111s
column and to request a firm stand
from Sena tor LoPresti.

On Monday. March 11, the
Patriot Ledger published an editorial (front page) strongly in
favor of "gay rights."
For example, "Had anyone
bothered to give the matter serious attention he would have
(continued on next page)
learned the laws being challenged
~E.NIOP'i
are a gross invasion of the pri,vp,,1~~
vacy of all citizens of all sexual
preferences."
Jan Goodman , a senior al B.U.
The editorial cited the fact that
majoring in journalism, is writing
Chaper 272 of the General Laws
the above statements, and more,
of Massachusetts [''Crimes
a book appropriately called Telling
the discussion was opened up to
Against Chastity, Morality, DeMother. Telling Mother was first
the floor.
cency and Good Order"] is in
formulated in Jan's mind while
V/omen began stating how under
some ways like the Book of Leworking on a journal in her Homothe current structure of the Church
viticus inasmuch as it covers a
sexuality course at B.U. It str uck
they can see no forsecable future
multitude of sins. It myst be
Jan that hardly any books on gay
in it for them. Possibly the only
mentioned that present laws as
women have been written by gay
way for them to gain recognition
they exist impose severe penalties
women on a subject relevant to a
at all is to break away altogether.
for sodomy and buggery '·" Anin this
problem in their lives
The discussion went back and
Another section prohibits "unnatcase, telling your mother you're a
forth for a couple of hours with
ural and lascivious acts," imposing
lesbian.
women fighting desperately for
a fine of not less than $100 nor
Extensive research is being done
ways to be recognized as whole
more than $1000 or a prison
for the book. Jan has interviewed
people with much to offer to the
term of up to five years, or a
approximately twenty women who
Church and to society.
jail term of up to two and a
have encountered or anticipate enThe feeling of hopelessness in
years.
half
this confrontation along
countering
terms of women and the Catholic
The editorial went on to say,
with interviewing therapists and
Church was intensified by the issue
"While laws are used to prosecute
psychologists.
of being gay and female and a
homosexual behavior they outlaw
Jan feels she is acting as a megChristian.
heteroof
amount
considerable
a
for women to express the
aphone
To whom or to what communsexual activity as well ." Furthersituations they have found themity can a lesbian with religious
more, "These laws attempt to use
selves in with their parents, whesensitivities appeal?
ther it be acceptance or rejection.
One obvious answer is, of course, the state to enforce vague and
Revisstandards.
book will not be a clinical
moral
The
archaic
to each other - which is exactly
study, rather a book showin g gay
ion or repeal of many Massachuwhat this meeting attempted. Berewomen in a very human situation.
fore confronting a powerful institu- setts morality laws would not
book will be for everyone The
in
climate
moral
rampant
in
sult
Church,
Catholic
the
as
tion such
gay women, and straii;· its
mothers,
"
future.
the
women with religious commitments,
ediThe
and hopefully learn
benefit
IMPORTANT:
can
VERY
get
to
need
particularly Lesbians,
the psychological effects a
sexual
about
"many
that
states
torial
their heads together.
practices which the state declares
rejection or acceptance can give a
On the positive side, there is a
woman.
to be illegal are neigher 'unnatvision ; a vision which is not alien
A paperback is desired by Jan ,
by
deviant
as
regarded
nor
ural'
to the spirit of the Gospel: that
her feeling being that a larger dismedical and psychiatric authorities
it is the oppressed who have the
tribution would be realized. No
when practiced in private between
unique possibility to lead the
specific publisher is in mind at this
consenting adults."
Church back to God, to its true
time but Jan feels she'll hav e no
The commentary concludes with
purpose , to free all people.
problem in f{nding one since her
"What repeal would do is reaffirm
The evening was successful in
subject is one of relevance to gay
the individual's right to privacy
bringing together, perhaps for the
women and to all mothers who
and end the hypocrisy of laws
first time, Lesbians of a Christian
may find th emselvcs facing this
which are invoked infrequently
especially of Catholic orientation.'
situation with a daughter some
and unfairly."
The meeting released all the conday.
flicts and contradictions that might
be expected to come out in that
GAY COMMUNITY NEWS, March 30, 1974 • Page 9
kind of a confrontation.
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On Tuesday, March 19, at St.
Clement's Church, Boston, a discussion on Women in the Church was
led by Ms. Carol Dohn from Harvard Divinity School and Sister Ann
Kelley who is involved in the· campus ministry at Harvard University.
The evening was sponsored by
Dignity of Coston.
The discussion began by stating
the acceptable roles placed on
women in general by the Church.
Ms. Bohn pointed out that the
Church cites two respectable ways
of life for women: (1) to be a wife
and mother and (2) to be a nun.
As you can see, this leaves the
single woman with no group to
identify with.
She also pointed vut that in the
Catholic Encyclopedia it states that
"man is called by the Creator to
his position as leader and woman
is called to social subordination to
man as soon as she enters into a
relationship with him."
Sr. Ann Kelley pointed out some
of the myths about women in the
Church. Here are some examples:
from Thomas Aquinas-"a woman
is a misbegotten male"; woman
was often seen in the eyes of the
Church as the temptress. In the
l\liddle Ages women were considered unclean when menstruating
and were not allowed in the
Church while in this condition.
She later went on to point out
that even though no woman buys
any of this today , the fact still
remains that even the most ··liberated" woman in the Church still
have strong inner conflicts about
breaking the laws of the Church.
After "firing up'" the crowd with

lfiEB

The Georgia State Legislature
voted in late January 1101 to ratify
the ERA amendment on the
grounds that men and women
would then have to use the same
toilet facilities.

••••••••
In California, mutual support
projects are beginning for older
women. OFF OUR BACKS (Dec.•
Jan. 1974) reports women outnumber men I 000 to 724 in the
over-65 age bracket. 14% of these
women have no income,and 71 %
receive less than $2000 yearly.
Projects organized for older women include developing job skills,
mutual encouragement, research
and action on areas of interest and
concern. Menopausal Self-Help
Clinics deal with health and sexual
problems, drugs and surgery recommended by doctors. For more
information on self-help clinics,
contact: Dorothy Gilden or Gert·
rude Stone, Feminist Health Center, 746 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 9005; or the Emma
Goldman Women's Center, 1317
W. Loyola, Chicago, Ill.
Other resources for older women: Prime Time, a feminist
monthly newsletter, 232 E. 6th
St., No. 50 , New York City 10003;
Women 's Health Forum (workshop
on menopause), 156 Fifth Ave.,
Suite 1228, New York City 10010;
Ad Hoc Committee on Menopause,
Univ. YWCA, 4224 Univ. Way,
N.E., Seattle, Wash. 98105 ; The
Gray Panthers 5 Tabernacle Church,
3700 Chestnut St. , Philadelphia,
Pa. 19104.

(Continued from page 1)

·•discrimination of any kind." Several representatives said they might
be able to support anti-discrimination legislation but not repeal laws.
+
+
+
H.2524 and H.2525 which would ban
discrimination on the basis of sexual
preference in public accommodations, employment, credit, mortgages, etc., are still in committee.
The bills, heard Feb. 27 by Commerce and Labor, are expected to
receive a favorable report and be
sent, along with S.4 and S.5, two
identical bills, to the Senate some
time this w~ek. The vote on the
Senate floor cot1.ld occur any time
after the report out of committee.
For daily status of these bil\s call
Representative James Bowler 7277676 (the clerk of the committee)
or Senator Robert Hall 727 8830
(sponsor of S.4 and S.5).

"We may be able to give this bill a
favorable report," said the chairman
of the Public Service Committee
about H.2627, which would ban
discrimination against homosexuals
in state civil service jobs.
The hearings March 25 were low
key and brought many comments
and questions from the committee
members. They were particularly
concerned about child molestation
and whether some jobs such as marriage counselor might be legitimately
withheld from homosexuals. Rep•
resentative Richard Landry of Waltham also complained about the
many men who had approached him
on the streets etc. for sex.
Representative Barney Frank, one
of the bill"s sponsors, was the most
effective in answering these questions.
In fact, he complained, nobody ever
approached him, male or female -··
he had even visited a gay dance once
without event. Frank said, ''People
A new group is forming in Toare always coming to the legislature
ronto to distribute and to produce say'ing 'gimme, gimme', asking for
slides. video tapes, audio tapes and special favors and expensive projects.
l1lms about gays. A gay pride
All these gay people are asking for
wec-k slide show. a video tape of a is to be left alone, to be treated, not
discussion between George Hislop
specially, but the same as everyone
• (CHAT) and Daniel Cappen (noted else.''
homophobe). an audio tape of Rev. The usual groups were represented,
Gregory Baum 's address ··Homoincluding Homophile Union of Bossexuality and Human Dignity" are
ton , Daughters Of Bilitis, Americans
already available on a rental or
for Democratic Action, and Civil
purchase basis at non-profit rates.
Liberties Union. In addition AttorThe group hopes to place some of
ney Richard Rubino spoke about the
its productions in libraries across
new policy of the federal civil servC1nada. P11nel discussion producice to no longer fire homosexuals
tion are planned on gay relationwithout job-related reasons. Charles
ships. Lesbian 111others. S&M. gays
Shively mentioned David Walsh,
and the law. Y.D.. and many more. senator and governor of Massachu Anyone who has ideas for producsetts in the early 1900s, had been a
tion or who has technical skills
homosexual. Larry Bernier, minister
of Metropolitan Community Church.
should contact Michael Roberts
said that in his parish were two
Gay Media, Box 1340, Station
people who worked in the state
Toronto. Q,11ario. MSW 1G7.

house and others in the fire and
police departments: and that much
of his counselling involved job security fears. Robert Muller testified
BS a heterosexual father of three.
and Terry Lee as a person fired from
a job. Several others also spoke.
A final statement, simple and
brief, was made by a clerical worker
employed under civil service. "I
happen to be Jewish," she said , "and
if I were fired for that I would ha·1e
recourse under the laws of Massachusetts. But I have no protection if l
lose my job because lam a lesbian."
+
+
+
Hearings on H.260 I (repeal of sex
laws) and H.2604 (amendment to
the state constitution to stop all
discrimination) occurred March 20
in a very crowded room before the
Judiciary Committee , and only
about half the people who wanted
to testify were given a chance to do
so when the time ran over an hour
and a half. The committee was
quite vocal compared to last year.
Some observers took this as a good
sign that it was taking the issues
more seriou~ly and bringing up real
objections.
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Due to Linda Lachman·s appendix
the holy union between
Ms. Lachman and Claire Shanahan
scheduled for March 30 at MCC /
Boston has been postponed. Get
well soon. Linda r

+

+

+

Ann Landers will he at the Harvard C,ub Saturday, March 30.
The day's activities will include a
IO a.111. lecture by Ms. Landers
entitled "Some Rigid Convictions
or an Open Mind" ? 1'/I? At I :00
there will be a luncheon followed
by a panel discussion. All this
and Ann Landers too' The day's
festivities arc open to all mcrnbers of the Harvard Community.

+

+

+

One workshop at the Amherst Gay
Conference. scheduled for May J-5,
is entitled, Gay Men Cooperating
with Radical Women in a Common
Anti-Sexism Struggle. Anyone who
feels capable of helping to plan and
hold this workshop should contact
Jeff Keith, P.O. Box 193, Amherst,
Mass. 01002.

+

••••••••
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(Continued from page 9)

Antonio. Brooks was scheduled to
go before a Houston court the first
week of March , but it is expected
that he wil! also b.cgrantcd a change
of venue in accordance with the
Henley precedent. It may well be
months before the judicial process
resumes in San Antonio.
Since the mass murder case surfaced
in August , it has been used by some
commentators lo discredit Ga y Liberation. For example, CBS commentator M. Stanton ~vans tied thr.
murders directl y to the rise of ' ·homosexual militancy.·' While the accused
murderers, presumed innocent. remain in pre-trial custod y . convicted
heterosexual mass murderer William
Calley is free on bail from hosuc
a rrcst.

+

+

This spring the new cycling season will be opened with New Eng·
land's first bicycle show. The
Tuborg International Bike Show,
to be held April 5-7 in the Commonwealth Armory, will celebrate
bir:ycling's greatest peak popularity
since the 1890s with cx,tJibits on
every aspect of bicycling. Frorn
birycle history and fashion to raci, ; and repairs, the bike show
wiL offer information, displays,
and a chance to purchase many
new bikes and accessories al disc:11;nt prices.

+

+

+

We arc looking for doctors to
join us every Wednesday evening,
6:30-9 p.m. , for ''Gay llcalth
Night" at the Fcnway Community
Health Center . D(Jclurs a;·<: needed for general mcdi;al problems,
a gynecological Jinic , and to
oversee a VD screening and treatment program. ·'Cay llcalth
Night" is sponsored by the I lomophilc Community l 'ealth Service.
lntere,ted physda:,:• .,i,ould contact ".lichacl :--. 1 azloff. Fcnway
Community I lealth CcnlC'· , i ~
l laviland St.. l'.oston, pho;1c 2677571. Please help us st,ty healthy.

E
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A Brief History of
the Sodomy Statute
by John Kyper

I am a student at the College of
Public and Community Service of
the Univer~ity of Massachusetts at
Boston. Recently , as part of a history project at UMB, I researched
the Commonwealth 's statutes
against homosexuality. I was able
to trace these laws back to Colonial
times, and I wish to share some of
my findings with you:
The first law dates to 1641 and is
a direct quote from the book of Leviticus: "If any man lyeth with mankinde as he lyeth with a woeman,
both of them have committed an
abomination, they both shall surely
be put to death. " This appeared in
the first New England law code, the
Body of Liberties, composed by
Nathaniel Ward, a Puritan clergyman from Ipswich. The Dictionary of
American Biography calls the Body
of Liberties "one of the cornerstones in American constitutional
history." Also listed as capital
crimes are: idolatry, rape, adultery,
witchcraft, blasphemy, bearing false
witness, cursing or striking one's
parents, and murder.
The Puritans aspired to build the
New Jerusalem in Massachusetts,
and damned be anyone who got in
their way. The laws gradually became secularized over the next century and a half; nevertheless, "An
Act Against Sodomy," passed in

(Continued from page 4)

1784 after the American Revolution,
still prescribed the death penalty.
Only in 1805 was the punishment reduced, to one year of solitary confinement plus ten years of hard labor - hardly much of an improvement.
In 1836 a new law was enacted,
which was entitled " Offenses
Against Chastity, Morality and Decency. " Section 14 read: " Every person, who shall commit the abominable and detestable crime against
nature, either with mankind or with
any beast, shall be punished in the
state prison, not more than 20
years." This is the law that is in effect today, Chapter 272, Section 34,
the crime against nature.
I have traced the history of the
Commonwealth's mos: important
law against homosexual acts. Section 35, unnatural and lascivious
acts, which dates to 1887, also prescribes a harsh penalty: five years'
imprisonment or $1000 fine. By contrast adultery is three years or $300,
and fornication is three months or
$30. Elsewhere in Chapter 272 blasphemy is listed as a punishable offense.
What we are dealing with is a
series of legal antiquities, reflecting
the prejudices and bigotries of an
earlier age. Their perniciousness
lies in their very unenforceability,
which encourages capricious and
selective enforcement. As the tragedy of Edward Rastellini demonstrates, the repeal of these laws is
long overdue.

that they are conforming to standards of conduct and appearance established and maintained by straight society.
Gay Rights laws, like Black civil rights laws. will not significantly
alter anti-Gay attitudes. Ann Landers, for example, supp01,, Gay' Rig!~t•
but she also says that Gay people arc sick - and quotes "doclaws
tors" to prove it.
There are many definitions of Gay. We all have the right to wnrk
out and act upon those definitions. My own definition involves personal
and collective openness, warmth, spontaneity, love, and the sharing of
it is an ickal.
vital resources. I do not always live up to that definition
But it is one that I and others have the right to pursue. And we c.i ,rnot
pursue that ideal within an oppressive society.
At Christopher Street 1973. Silvia Riviera a Latin transvestite and
head of STAR, resigned from the Gay Liberation Movement. She said it
had become "a white middle-class club." She sees a difference between
a club and a liberation movement.
The political scene in this country is dominated by Nixon and his
powerful corporate supporters. This is not a time when we can afford
to kid ourselves about the nature and strength of our oppression. We
need only look at what happened to homosexual civil servants in the
McCarthy era - to say nothing of what happened to Gays under the
Third Reich (see recent issues of The Body Politic) - to discover what
might happen to us. We need the strength and maturity to face the
challenges of an increasingly repressive political situation.
This letter is offered, more than anything else, as constructive criticism, the kind through which every movement grows. I hope it will
have positive results.
Gay Love,
Eric L. Shambach
This spring's New England Gav Conference (St ·Patrick s weekPnd in
Boston) was the first such conference that Ive attended and I came out
of it flushed with inspiration and energy.
. I also have opinions on where the Gay movement should be going spe
c1fically three priority areas:
I) New England Gay United fund: The only way we are going to get
the political clout an? the social service institutions we need is with money
2) ~ay Media Action: The effort to remold the public image of gay
people mto a more pos1t1ve cast must hit every televison radio and news
paper in New England.
3) ,A commitment to solving the problems and needs of Older Gays:
Tuer~ s one as_rect of_our future that everyone·s sure of aging Im ]8
and Im plannmg on hvmg a happy and rewarding eighty years more. By
h~lpmg older ?eople now find better existences the young people of todav
will be prepanng ourselves for a more happy gav future.
It may be harder to reach many closeted older gays (those who have
adapted to social repression by living stealthily existences) than it will be
to re~ch st~te l_egislature\ But we·re in the ?u~iness of liberating people as
~el! as _m st_1tut10ns. Wes ould set a !ugh pnonty on building strong support
1ve _1snt1tut10ns for gays as well as attacking the poisnnous institutions in
Robert Mark Gordon
society.
Storrs Conn
During the past four months have, of necessity, associated with a
group of people that society insists on calling perverts. That group,
labelled 'Gays' includes fagg0ts (f'!mme and butch), lesbians, prostitutes,
hustlers, transvestites, and tra1:s~.1.,:, , ls. as well as 'stra ights· and bisexuals
who spend time with. gay people. 'L ,,!,,fully , I h;,ve never met a group
of people so easily :oved and yet so suc_icct to hate. I have had sexual
as well as spiritual and physical encounter_ with members of each of the
aforementioned sub-groups.
C')nsequently, I have loved and been loved by what society classifies
'Gays.' I have also done service for my gay brothers and sisters, :,.1d :, .. .
am not content. It is that discontent which causes me t0 IT'~Ke a decision , that being a long needed vacation from this gay •'"rn munity. I know
that I will always be gay, specifically androgenous bisexual , but to quote
a friend of mine, it has become time for me to go.
Finally, something I consider significJnt,
0

gay

liberator
Box 631-A
Detroit 48232
12 issues tor $3 in US, $4 outside US, $6 suppo rting.

Ideas must be tested
Feelings must be expressed
And truth must be Jived.
wish my gay brothers and sisters truth and mighty love and thank
them for the experience called coming out.'·
Owen
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classifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified CL ASSIFIEDclass
for sale

Volunteer wanted for hotline counseling.
Call Shelly at 267-9150.

!'RESH HERBS
arc richer in flavor and vitamins. Tintillate
your tired cooking and jaded appetite
with our fine growing pots of herbs.
CA RONS, 641-0597.

GAY BI STUDNTS
Work on golf course part time spring, full
time summer. Live in accommodations if
desired. GCN Box 022.

PENPAL GREENLAND, CANADA
RiWM, 18, would like to correspond any
foreign bi or gay students, etc. I like
Nordic mythology , Tolkein, rock music,
Boston, New York, country. GCN Box
023 .

Volunteers needed to wk. for a free alternative ambulance serv•~~- Emergency
medical training provided. Prior medical
and/or counselling ~xperience helpful.
Please call 267 9150 and leave your name
and number.

WHAT DID YOU EXPECT ... ?
Michael Cohen sings his songs about
being gay. First non-exploitative gay
record on a national label. On Folkways
Records (No. 8582, $6.98). 70 I Seventh
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036. Since
194 7, 1500 records!

personals

Project Place has an opening for an experienced trainer with group skills. Contac ; Project Place Switchboard at 2623740 for an interview.

Lambda/Boston Button. 25t each, 5 for
$1 , 10 for $1.50. Stamped, self-addressed
envelope to GCN Box 821.

Rainbow,
I love you, because you're you.
All my love,
Your Sparky

jobs wanted

UVA URS! LESBIAN PRESS
T-shirts: Goatheads (symbol o'matriarchy).
color ink on wh, Killer Dyke lavender on
wh. $3.50 ppd. Write for free list of
posters, stickers & mag UVA URS!, Robbinston, Me . 04671 .

GAY FEMALE NASHUA, N.H. AREA
I would like to meet other GF (approx.
16-18). I'm into nature music, yoga &
springtime. Write GCN Hox 028.

MALE SEEKS JOB
English major, exp. at office work, insurancc or data process control. Good worker. Congenial; has had exp. & prefers
some public contact. GCN Box 025.

help wanted

Creative, capable, electronic technician
(or engineer) wanted to build prototype
CB equipment for psychology experiments. Part-time, must have own lab
and equipment. Standard pay or collaborate. Kirk, (617) 899-6368.

pen pals

FEMALE BOOT BLACK WANTED
38-24-36
Good bread for a slick chick.
Call 338-7099 or see Elly.

GAY A VON REPRESENTATIVE
A male Avo n representative serving Boston area will visit by appointment and
give free consulation for your beauty
needs. Serious reply 332-3269 , Scan

FEMINIST POLITICAL NEWS
Business-minded feminists interested in
working on a political paper? We need
women to do fund-raising & advertising.
Call (617) 265-8315.

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
CHURCH meets for worship ever y Sunda y
"' ,;-45 p.m. , 131 Cambridge St. (Old
West Church). Fellowship hour 8 : 15
p.m. Rev. Lawrence Bernier and Rev.
Nancy Wilson, pastors. All persons are
welcome. Telephone 523-7664.

GWM, 25, 5'7'', 130, very attractive,
seeks similar types for fun i fri~Pctship.
Like music, theater, films, ''':lOd people,
good sex. Write GCN Box 010.

organizations

GWM-CAPE ANN - NORTH SHORE
GWM, 40, black hair, 150 lbs., school
teacher involved in Gay Community
wishes to meet GWM, 28 to 3H yrs. old
with interest in art, music, fun and gd.
times. GCN Box 027.

WORCESTER GAYS COME OUT!!
Join us Sunday nights at 8 for general mtg. Mon. nite raps, 82 Franklin
St., 3rd fl., M&F welcome. For further info write W.G.U., Box 359, Fed.
5,a., Worcester, Mass. 01610.
S.E. MASS. UNIVERSITY
Gay Alliance meets every Wed. at
7:30 pm, Student Senate chambers.
and Lesbian Rap Group every Wed.
11 a.m. in the Womens Center.

Send classified ads to, GCN Classifieds, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston, Moss. 02108.
Deadline is noon of the Suknday prior to the issue date.
Box numbers ore available at the rate of $1.00 (good for
six weeks). Mail for box numbers will be forwarded to the
address you give us. Allow 4 characters in ad for box
number.

All ads mud be paid in odvonce. Make ched or money order
payable to "Goy Community News" or "GCN."
Include area code in all telephone numb.rs appearing in ad.

Replies to box numbers should be sent to: GCN Clo11ified Box

Number .... , 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

No ads accepted by phone.

GCN reserves the right to edit or reiect advertising which may
re1ult in legal action.
GCN hcu l'lo control over clo11ified advertisers: hwnce , we cannot
auure you +hot your inquiry will be answered or that the product
or service is'-ccurotely preYinted.

:::~\a~Oe::~ha::;ti:::~ :;re~:~~!~,~~::~!~:;~
week for 25 chorocten.

~~ ::::: ::~

Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser mu,t be
9,ven with each od Th11. 1nformotion ll drictly conf1dent1ol:

LOOKING FOR FRIENDSHIP
GWF (age 23-30) for friendship & fun to
enjoy & share life with GWF (23). I like
music & dancing, nature & people ...
How about you? Sharing can be fun.
GCN Box 026.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

:;

Place a new or renewal wb1erip♦ion to GCN and receive a free
clc.uified ad (25 character headline and 140.daorocter ad; additional chorocteri and box number cost edro). Your froe ad will be
in,erted in:

three iuue, for o 52-week t.ub,cription .
No copy change, permitted. This it. 0 limited-time offer.

use one box for each
classified ad order form charactor or seace

t.

COMING COMING COMING COMING
Watch for us! The Gay Cruise-Aider -up-to-date guide to Gay businesses!
Coming soon in the GCN 1
NEW TO BOSTON
Wish to meet sincere, "normal," gay~
under 35.
I am 30, well educated,
professional. Send name and number,
GCN Box 008.
BOBBY MY MALE SISTER I LOVE YOU.
At Emerson I gave you a flower -- rcmember? I am thinking of you ; please send
me your address. Sue Bittker, 854
Main St., Willimantic, Conn . 06226.
You're beautiful!
IN SEARCH OF FRIENDS?
Arc you gay? Tired of bars, Esplanade?
Looking for an answer? We arc a group
of Christians, and we've found the ans·
wer. MCC/Boston, 13 I Cambridge St.
MALE 34 SEEKS LOVER NOW
Bank worker living in Back Bay looking
for long relationship. Life is too short to
suffer. I like music, beer, writing and
clean living. GCN Box 024.
WHITT
I must talk to you soon. Call me, 8791534 .
PETER.
BUY A RHINO AD!
Sponsor gay ads on MBTA. $3 .50 will
pay for one ad for one month. $10 for 3
months or send donation to: GAY
MEDIA ACTION-Advertising, 43-45 Hano
St., Allston, Mass. 02134.
SPRING FEVER? LONELY'/ BORED?
Attractive GWM 33, 5:9 '', 153 lbs. desires romantic sensitive GWM 25-35 to
share year's annual awakening with him.
If you 're rugged and full of spirit write
GCN Box 020.
WHAT DO YOU FEED A RHINO?
Money! Support the MBTA ad campaign.
$3 .50 for one ad for one month, $10 for
three months. Send checks to Gay
Media Action Advertising, 43-45 Hano
St., Allston , Mass. 02134.

(..~'

LONG LOST FRIEND
I am looking for Kathy O'Brien, from
New Hampshire originally. Anyone with
info please contact Linda Lambert, GCN
Box 018.

one iuue for o I 0-weehubscription
two iuues for a 25-week t.wbscription

how••" wrn:nofp,,nlyou,odw,th out,t.

't_~

~
' ~\

GWM, 23. is looking for someone to go
to Europe with in the spring. If you arc
interested, write GCN Box 009.

¥

~

GWM , 20, slender, long dark hair, will do
anything for money. Send suggestions to
GCN Box 017.
G('N needs donation s of office furniture . Sec GC" N TR UCKl ·: RS ad under
SERVICES.)

11

111111111111111111111111111 11111111.1)
'Headline
at SOc per
Addres,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C;•Y-----Sto ♦e__z;p _ _

Pho,..

Check here if headline and fi"♦ 140
chorocte" ore port
of o f,.e od wi ♦h o
t.ubscription.
Nymbtir of wHh od
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'fi,.t 140 charocte,.
at 50c per wMk
Each add'I 70 eharacte,. at S0c per wffk
Bax number
at $1.00 per ,ix week.
TOT AL ENCLOSED
*free "With ,ubKri
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WOMEN IN MEDICINE
GI' , 19, pre-med, wants to meet MD or
med stud, any age,for friendship, advi ce
and discussions of medicine. Am quiet ;
like people, animals, books and sunsets.
Will ans. all replies. Discretion assured.
GCN Box 038.
GBM, 2 I , 5'8", med . build, semi-cute.
Like to ex change ideas and really get to
know other GMs. Write: Rodney Stinson , 26 Hancock St. , Bo ston , Ma. 02114.
BEN OF PA. How come you didn 't
phone me again? I have the ref"efchcc,.
I do want to sec you. No , obligation .
Please phone me. 268-4342.

,5

,u.

lO

I,

ifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified CL ASSIFIED classified(
GAY PHOTO SERVICES
Sympathetic, qualified pre-professional
photographer , specializing in gay portraits, sin)!lcS, couples. Call Dan at (617)
277-2484.

being first. You should have a car
or like taking bus & train into work
or school. Bus stop in front of
house; goes to Central Sq. where you
can get train.· GCN Box 019.

GAY IS A WAY -- fASHIONGANZA
HUB benefit- the Liberated Look - April
I 9, Louis XIV Ballroom , Somerset, 6 :30
cocktails, 8:00 show time. 8 men, 8
women models, S 7. For tickets 5 36-6 I 97 .

NEWTON R~l~ff?
Working WM 25 seeks apartment to
share ,~ith o ther M(s) in NewtonNeedham area. Write GCN Box 016.

GWM, 22, 6'1 ", 165 lbs., well-hung &
horny , desires strong masc. mal e for fun
& friendship. Enjoy music, art, weight
lifting, wrestling & almost anything.
Light S&M OK. Th e summer is coming
let's not blow it. GCN Box 030
GWM , 24, 5'8" , 165 lbs., seeks handsome
GWM 20-30 for fun & friendship (maybe
more). Enjoy music, smoke, literature,
vacations, swimming. The summer is
coming let's blow it. GCN Box 031

GWM wanted -- male near 40, gd. looking,
sincere, gentle, attr., warm, affectionte,
days, for real friendship, well-hung satisfartion. GCN Bew '114.
GAY FEMALE NEEDS GAY FEMALE!
GWF 25 looking for GWF to write to and
maybe some day meet and stay together.
Love music and people. Write to Karen
Kimball, c/o WGU, 82 Franklin St.,
Worcester, Mass. 01608 . Write!
COMING COMING COMING COMING
Watch for us! The Gay Cruise-Aider up-to-date guide to gay businesses!
Comingssoon in the GCN!
GWM, 28, 125 lbs., dyed blonde, looking
for black male to live in. Age 20-35. Possible lasting relationship. Lynn area if
possible. GCN Box 015.

roommates
ROOMMATES
Gay female wanted to share one bedroom , living room, kitchen with gay
woman. Rent $80. I also have two female cats, loveable. Send replies to
GCN Box 005.
BOSTON FENWAY ROOMMATE
Working GWM seeks same 25 to 35 for
sharing my one bedroom apt. Rent
could be 65 plus utilities. Good head
and appearance necessary. 24 7-3595.
GWM 21 looking for room with other
gays M or F around $80 near Red
line best. Call Bob 354-4309, leave
msg or see me at Coffeehouse Friday
night behind counter.
APT. WANTED
GW looking for apt to share with 2
or more G or Bi W, Can afford up
to $100 including utilities. 426-2000
ext. 941 or GCN Box 021. Own rm
wanted.
Roommate needed . I have a beautiful
apt in Brighton, fireplace & ai r conditioning. I have a dog & cat. You
will have your own room. I'm a
counselor in need of someone to
share the apt, but should have understanding of themselves; if not I'm
willin2 to teach and learn. I'm
Jonathan. I'm not gay but I'm into
people being themselves & respect
anyone, male or female who want &
need, to be respected as a human

services

GENDER IDENTITY SERVICE
Evaluations counseling for men and
women with gender problems. transsexuals and heterosexual TVs. Reasonable
fees. Ans.Svec .. Iv. message UN4-8 l 8 I.
(617).

PIANO LESSONS
Folk, pop, rock, ja11., blues. improvisation , taught by an experienced pro. Beginners to advanced. Call Lee 4-8 p.m.
(617) 266-7835.
RED TRUCK

WHITCH
The all-women's band. For booking info
call Elaine, days 536-5390, eves 289-8363.
Gay whalers, butchers, barkeeps, botanists, bankers, bookbinders, brokers,
basketweavers, editors, electricians,
electrolysistsists, elevator operators,
employment counselors entertainers,
exterminators, exorcists ... If you arc
gay and in business, or if you welcome
the patronage of gay persons, send your
name and address for application for a
FREE listing in Gay Community News
to GCN/GCA, 22 Bromfield St., Boston,
Mass. 02108.

661-1932 MOVERS

GCN TRUCKERS
will dispose of your excess office-type
furniture (desks, tables, chairs, file cabinets. doors, couch chair set, potted plants
etc.) FREE. Call (6 I 7) 426-4469.
ODD JOBS UNLIMITED: Name the
service and we may provide it (if it's
legal and within reason). Child-care,
house-painting, car-washing, windowwashing, dog-walking and innum~rablc
other services . Rates vary according to
the specific job. Call ODD JOBS UNLIMITED at 696-8457 for more information.

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS
America's only WEEKLY Gay Newspaper
Gay Community News is sold
at the following locations:
Beacon Hill Boston:
Esplanade Paperback, 107 Charles
St.
Meetinghouse Coffeehouse, 70
Charles St.
Sporter's, 228 Cambridge St.
Cambridge:
Out of Town Newspapers,
Harvard Square
Reading International, 47 Brattle St.
The Red Book, 136 River St.
Provincetown:
The Cove Shoppe,
147 Commercial St.
The Little Store, 227 Commercial St.
Providence:
Dorrwar Bookstore, 224 Thayer St.
New York City:
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
15 Christopher St.

Downtown Boston:
Book City, 239 Tremont St.
Book Mart, 659 Washington St.
North Station Cinema, 276 Friend St.
South Station Cinema, 23 South St.
Saints, 112 Broad St.
Kenmore Square Boston:
Paperback Booksmith,
516 Commonwealth Ave.
Sam's College Bookstore
726 Commonwealth Ave .
Back Bay Boston:
Bob White's 1270, 1270 Boylston St.
Daughters of Bilitis, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 323
Homophile Community Health Service, 419 Boylston St. Rm. 403
Homophile Union of Boston, 419
Boylston St. Rm. 509
Paperback Booksmith,
753 Boylston St.
Cabaret, 17 Lansdowne St.

miscellaneous
A surprise a\\'aits drinkers Sat. & Sun.
between 12 IHHHl and 6 p.m. at the· List
Call Upstairs Lounge. 22 Av,·ry St ..
Boston.

I am looking for a bkyde. dwap 1 Call
(617) 227-5667.
IT'S TIME TO ESCAPE'
A wcck,·nd in l'rovin,·etown. Centil'
sands. quiet dunes. happy f:i,·cs Ill'\\'
friends a comfortable room In fit ynur
budget. Reservations (617) 487-08~9.
HOP BROOK COMMUNE
Gay country commune now peopling.
living. farming and loving to!,!Cther with
space for others. Write Hop Bronk ('0111munc, P.O. Bo x 723, Amherst , Mass.
HOMOSEXUAL COUNSELING .IRL.
Quarterly journal to counselors and
therapists. HCCC Inc .. 921 Madison Ave ..
N.Y., N.Y. 10021. $10 ind./$15 inst.
TlJf'S. NIGHT AT THE SAINTS
A varicl;' of cntcrtainmcnl by women
for women starting at 9:30 . Singing,
poetry reading, country music , jam sessions. Call 267-432 9 for more info.
2 Gay brothers arc writing a book on
Beacon Hill. Need a loan for supplies
'til book is done. Help 11 Write Satya,
c/o GCN, 22 Bromfield St.. Boston, or
call 227-5667.
GAY TRIP TO RIO
First time in Boston from May I 4 to
May 22 in the beautiful city of Rio.
Write now for free brochure to Homophilc Union of' Boston, 419 lloylston St.,
rm. 509 (02116).
GAY FILMS
Community Films is looking for films
with gay themes. Anyone knowing of'
films that would aid in the ed. of both
gays & strts. call 776 -7080.
LAVENDER RIIINOCEROS'!
Not in Africa or a play by Ionesco but
skipping Gayly inlo your happy little
heart. Watch and sec!
COMING COMING COMING ! 1 ! 11 !!!!
Watch for us! The (;ay Cruise-Aider
up-to-date, guide lo gay businesses'
Coming soon in the (;CN!

If you would like to become the proud
owner of a cute, 3 month old mi xed
Labrador-Doberman
puppy, please call
. ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . Charley
Shively at 536-9826.

VOICE LESSONS
Private instruction in singing: classical,
folk, show, etc.; speech, and dramatic
interpretation. Serious students only.
Nicholas Sean Austin, M.A., experienced
teacher-performer. Call 523-3213 days.

When you patronize our adverti•
sers, please tell them you saw
their ad in the lay Community
News.
HELP FOR HIRE
We do CLEANING and INTERIOR
PAINTING and other odd jobs. Rates
from $3-$4.50 per hour. Experienced.
(References on request.) Write GCN Box
123 or call 440-9537 and ask for David.

typesetting for GAY COMMUNITY
Use our facilities (IBM Composer) to
produce your booklet or publication.
Good rates. (We are GCN's typesetter.)
Write: Box 69, GCN.

rides
RIDE NEEDED
Male freak needs ride to Austin, Texas or
thereabouts soon. Will share expenses.
Please call collect , 203-389-1969 and
leave your number.
BUY A RHINO AD'
Sponsor gay ads on M BT A. S3.50 will
pay for one ad for one month, 5 I 0
for 3 months or send donations to:
GAY MEDIA ACTION-Advertising,
43-45 Hano St., Allston, Ma,s. 02134.

4 eight week old kittens need a warm
home. Two males , two femalcs ... calico,
gray and tiger. We love them and would
keep them if we could. Prospective
adopters can call Bernie and Barbara at
783-2080 weekdays after 4 p.m.
GCN needs donations of office furniture.
Sec GCN TRUCKERS ad under services.
WIIITC:11
Watch for Whitch. Watch for \Vhitch.
Watch for Whitch.
A training proµram in para-professional
counseling, affiliated with the llomophilc Commun it y llcalth Service. is h_c ginning April 3rd . l·or information , contact Ccrald Soucy , Director of Admission s, 266-1950.

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS

CALENDAR MARCH 28 28

APRIL 1 0

10:00 am-Gay news, WCAS, 740 AM
7:30 pm - MCC choir rehearsal, Old West Ch, Boston
8:00 pm -- Lesbian Lib. Ming., Women's Ctr, Camb.
8:00 pm-DOB Older Women's Rap, 419 Boyls, rm 323
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5:30-6:J0 pm - Hvd.-RJclf GSN, Brks Hse; info 498-3u'.,o
7:00 pm-Wilde-Stein Club, U. of Maine, Mem. Un.
8:00 nm-Jewish Gav Con2rei,ation Old West Church
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1u.~u am - "Closet Space," WCAS , /40 AM; dial 492-6450
2-4 pm--Women's basketball, Camb. YWCA, Cent. Sq.
3:00 pm-MCC Hartford serv., 50 Bloomfield Ave.
4:00 pm-MIT SLH meeting, rm. 1-132
5:30 pm-Mass at Interfaith, Mass. Ave. & Beacon
6:00 pm - MCC Sunday School, Old West Church
6:45 pm - MCC Boston services, Old West Church
7:00 pm- Prov. MCC services, 410 Waterman Ave.
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6:30-9 :30 pm - Bos Gay Youth, phone ref & info,536-6197
7:00 pm-Lesbian Therapy Res. Proj.,Womens Ctr, Camb.
7:30 pm- DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston, rm. 323
7:30 pm - Prov. MCC prayer group, 410 Waterman Ave.
8:00 pm-MCC Bible studv: info 536-7664
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7:30 pm - HUB Rap, 419 Boylston St., rm. 509
7-10 pm - Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347

11:00 am-Lesbian Rap Group, Womens Ctr, SMU,N.Dartm.
1:00 pm-Gay-Straight Rap, SMU, Gay All., N.Dartmouth
7:00 pm-Gay Support & Action, Unit.Par. Hse.,Bangor, Me.
7:30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, N. Dartmouth
7:30 pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boyl, rm 323
8:00 pm-Bisexual Rap, 419 Boyls, rm 415
8:00 pm-Gaybreak Radio, WMUA, 91.1 FM, Amherst
8:00 pm-BU Homophile League, Sherman Union
8:30 pm-Men's Rap, SMU, N. Dartmouth
Evenings-Gay Rights Org, GRO, Portland, Maine
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1 ·00 pm-Bos Gay Youth; referrals & info 536-6197
2:00 pm-Bos Gay Youth open rap & mtg. , 419 Boyls.rm.509
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• Additional information in this issue of GCN

:
7:30
8:00
8:00
9:00

am - ay ews,
,7 0 A
pm - MCC choir rehearsal, Old West Ch, Boston
pm- Lesbian Liberation mtg., Womens Ctr, Camb .
pm - DOB Older Womens Rap, 419 Boyls.,rm.323
m-Gay Way Radio, WBUR, 90.0 FM

pm - vd.-Rdclf. GSN, Brks.Hse; info 498-3096
7:00 pm-Wilde-Stein Club, U of Maine, Mem. Union
8:00 m-Jewish Gay Con re ation, Old West Church

11 :00 am-Active Gays Brunch, CSMH
1:00 pm - Bos Gay Youth, referrals & info, 536-6197
' 2:00 pm-Bos Gay Youth open rap & mtg,419 Boyls.,rm.509
~:00 pm - Gay Dance, 73 Church,St. ,Burlington, Vt.$1.50

10:30 am-"Closet Space," WCAS, 740 AM, dial 492-6450
2-4 pm-Women's basketball, Camb.YWCA, Cent.Sq .
2-5 pm --Open House, 73 Church St., Burlington Vt.
J:00 pm - MCC Hartford serv., 50 Bloomfield Ave.
4:00 pm-MIT SLH meeting, rm. 1-132
5:30 pm-Mass at Interfaith, Mass. Ave. & Beacon
6:00 pm-MCC sunday school, Old West Ch., Boston
6:45 pm - MCC Boston services, Old West Church Bostn
'i :00 pm --Prov. MCC services, 410 Waterman Ave'.
8:00 pm-Wore. Gay Union, 82 Franklin St. ,Wor., rm.31
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7:30 pm - HUb Rap, 419 Boylston St., rm. 509
7-10 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347
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6:30-9:30 p,n -nos ay out11, p one re
m o, 5 6-6197
7:00 pm -- Le~bian Ther. Res. Proj, Womens Ctr, Camb.
7:30 pm-DOB Women:s Rap, 419 Boyls rm. 323
7:30 pm-P•ov. MCC prayer group, 410 Waterman, E.Prov.
Bostc ,. info 536-7664
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11:00 am-Lesbian Rap Group, Womens Ctr,SMU,N.Dartmouth
1:00 pm - Gay-Straight Rap, SMU Gav All., N.Dartmouth
7 :00 pm--Gay Support & Action,Unit.Par.Hse. , Bangor,Me.
7:30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, N. Dartmouth
7:30 pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boyls.,rm.323
8:00 pm - Bisexual Rap, 419 Boyls. , rm . 323
8:00 pm-BU Homophile League, Sherman Union
8:30 pm - Men 's Rap, SMU, N. Dartmouth
Evening-Gay Rights Org. -GRO-Portland, Maine
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